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Size tuning of Au nanoparticles formed by electron beam irradiation of Au25

quantum clusters anchored within and outside of dipeptide nanotubes†
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Glutathione protected Au25 quantum clusters, exhibiting characteristic fluorescence, have been

uniformly coated inside and outside of b-Ala-L-Ile dipeptide nanotubes. These coated structures have

been imaged using the inherent fluorescence of Au25. Upon exposure to an electron beam, in

a transmission electron microscope, the quantum clusters gradually transform to gold nanoparticles, of

the metallic size regime. The nanoparticles grow to a size of 4.5 nm and thereafter the particle size is

unaffected by electron beam exposure. The nanotubes are intact and this template is shown to control

the uniformity of the size of the nanoparticles grown. The quantum clusters can be loaded selectively

inside the tubes using capillarity of the nanotubes. The sizes of the nanoparticles grown are tuned using

electron beam exposure.
Introduction

The discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)1 has prompted

a great deal of research in the construction of hollow nano-

tubular structures, including inorganic2 and organic nanotubes.3

Peptide-based nanotubular structures belong to an important

class of nanotubes due to their probable use in biological and

medical sciences including glucose transporters, transmembrane

pores, ion channels, potential antibiotics, separation/preserva-

tion/storage of drugs and others.4 Design and construction of

cyclic oligopeptide-based nanotubular structures have been

pioneered by Ghadiri and coworkers.5 In recent years, dipeptide

nanotubes (DPNTs), interesting candidates in the plethora of

soft nanobiotubular structures, have been introduced.6 Such

structures can acquire new properties by the incorporation of

nanoparticles. However, formation of organic nanotube-inor-

ganic nanoparticle based hybrid nanomaterials with desired

functions remains a challenge in nanotechnology.7–13

Matsui and co-workers have reported self-assembling nano-

tube/metal nanoparticle (Au, Ag, Pt, Cu and Ni) hybrid mate-

rials.9 They have also reported size controlled Au and Cu

nanocrystal growth on nanotubes and this was done by tuning

conformations and charge distribution of histidine-rich peptide
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templates.9a,c In their study, they demonstrated that the size of

Ag nanocrystals was increased by increasing ion incubation

time.9b Gazit and co-workers have reported Phe-Phe DPNTs and

these nanotubes have been used as scaffolds for producing silver

nanowires within the channels.7a These silver-filled DPNTs were

further coated with gold nanoparticles on the surface of peptide

nanotubes using linker peptides to achieve metal-insulator-metal

trilayer coaxial nanocables. Shelnutt and co-workers have

reported DPNT/platinum nanoparticle composites.8 Recently

some of us have also reported robust crystalline DPNTs and

these nanotubes have been found to be suitable templates for

fabricating dipeptide capped gold nanoparticles on the outer

surface of these nanotubes.10 These DPNTs are thermally stable,

pH stable, enzymatically stable and are crystalline.10

Au quantum clusters with size below 2 nm are an emerging

field of current research owing to their fascinating properties

including photoluminescence,14 optical chirality,15 ferromagne-

tism,16 quantized double layer charging behavior17 as well as

potential applications such as single molecule optoelectronics,18

sensing,19 and bioassays.20 Au quantum clusters are extremely

sensitive to the electron beam.23 Herein we report electron beam

induced formation of Au nanoparticles from Au25 quantum

clusters within and outside of DPNTs. Hydrogen bonding

functional groups of DPNTs play a crucial role in the formation

and stabilization of nanoparticles. Several researchers have tried

to incorporate metal particles inside the nanotubes. Early work

on bismuth and lead relied upon capillary action to pull liquids

into the hollow nanotube cavities.21a,b In the present work, by

using an overnight diffusion technique through the capillary

effect, the inside regions of the tubes are filled with Au clusters.

They are also deposited uniformly on the outside surface of the

tubes. Upon exposure to the electron beam in a transmission

electron microscope, the quantum clusters become unstable,

leading to the formation of nanoparticles of �4 nm diameter; in

other words, there exists a quantum cluster to metallic particle

transformation. Thus, metal (Au cluster)-insulator (peptide
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009



nanotube)-metal (Au cluster) trilayer7b,9d,22 hybrid materials have

been obtained as the nanoparticles are present on the inner and

outer surfaces of the insulating nanotubes. A major advantage of

this technique is that the size of the aggregated Au cluster on the

nanotube template can be efficiently, uniformly and reproducibly

controlled by tuning the electron beam exposure time. Besides,

the transformation can be effected in specific regions of the

nanotubes using spatial control of the electron beam.
Fig. 1 (A) TEM image, (B) AFM image and (C) Raman spectrum of

hollow nanotubular structures formed by the dipeptide, b-Ala-L-Ile.
Experimental

Au25SG18 was synthesized according to the reported method.23

Gluthathione (GSH), g-Glu-Cys-Gly, exists in the thiolate form

on the cluster. This protection makes the compound water-

soluble. As a result, the cluster can be incorporated onto DPNTs

to make the latter fluorescent, as Au25 is inherently fluorescent.23

DPNTs were synthesized as reported by Guha and Banerjee.10

They were dispersed in water (3mg mL�1). To this, varying

concentrations of Au25 clusters were added. The solution con-

taining the nanotube and gold clusters was incubated at room

temperature for a day. Raman spectra were measured using

a WiTec GmbH confocal micro Raman. The excitation wave-

length used was 532 nm. For collecting Raman spectra, the

samples were prepared by drying the solution containing the

nanotubes and Au25 clusters on a cover glass. The nanoscale

features of the DPNTs were studied using AFM. For AFM

measurements, the samples were prepared using an aqueous

solution (3 mg mL�1) on a mica sheet by slow evaporation and

vacuum drying at room temperature for 2 days. AFM images

were recorded using an AUTOPROBE CP BASE UNIT DI CP-

II instrument (model no: AP-0100). Fluorescence measurements

were made using an Olympus, 1� 2-KSP, 6M 24413, Japan. The

samples were prepared by drying an aqueous solution

(3 mg mL�1) on a cover glass. The wavelength used for excitation

was 530–550 nm. The samples for TEM were prepared by

dropping the dispersion on amorphous carbon films supported

on a copper grid and drying in air for 2 days. These samples were

examined using a JEOL 3011, 300 kV transmission electron

microscope equipped with a UHR pole piece. In order to slow the

beam induced damage, several measurements were carried out at

a reduced energy of 100 keV. This was done also to observe the

beam-induced effects more carefully.
Results and discussion

Au25 gold clusters

Au25 gold clusters have a core diameter of 0.7 nm and are very

sensitive to the electron beam.23 The clusters exhibit inherent

fluorescence and solid-state emission.23 The solid state emission

from the clusters is found to be temperature dependent.23 The

optical absorption spectrum has a maximum at 672 nm. This is

due to the LUMO ) HOMO transition derived from the

intraband (sp) states, while the features at lower wavelengths are

due to interband transitions (sp ) d). Photoluminescence

measurements show that the Au25 clusters have an excitation

maximum at 535 nm and emission maximum at 700 nm. The

quantum yield of the cluster is 1.9 � 10�3.23b
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Dipeptide nanotubes

TEM experiments were performed to investigate the morpho-

logical features of the dipeptide. The TEM image shown in

Fig. 1A shows a hollow nanotube with 36 nm total diameter with

a 6 nm inner channel. Inside the nanotube appeared lighter

indicating that it is hollow. The features of the nanotube are the

same as those already reported by some of us earlier.10
AFM measurements

We have also studied noncontact-mode AFM (Fig. 1B) to

investigate the morphological features and 3D structure of the

nanotube. The image gives a 3D view of the nanotubes formed

from self-association of the dipeptide, b-Ala-L-Ile. Of the three

tubes in Fig. 1B, two are uniform while the third is not so due to

two tubes meshed together for half the length.
Raman spectra and Raman images of nanotubes

The Raman spectra for the DPNTs in aqueous solution show

peaks at 1665 and 1633 cm�1 due to amide I, 1561 and 1525 cm�1

due to amide II, 1400 cm�1 due to CaH and 1260 cm�1 due to

amide III bands, indicating a b-sheet structure (Fig. 1C).24 This

b-sheet structure can be folded along one axis of the two-

dimensional layer using intermolecular hydrogen bonding to

form nanotubular structures in solution.10 Long needle-like (tens

of mm in length) morphology was observed when the samples

were dried on a cover slip and the dipeptide showed a broad

luminescence peak centered at 1930 cm�1 (595 nm) in the Raman

spectrum (Fig. 2A). The appearance of this broad peak could be
J. Mater. Chem., 2009, 19, 8456–8462 | 8457



Fig. 2 (A) Fluorescence Raman spectra of DPNTs and Au clusters, (B) fluorescence image of DPNTs/Au composite, (C) optical image of DPNTs/Au

composite, (D) Raman image of DPNTs/Au composite, (E) Raman spectra at different regions in (D), (F) extracted peptide rich region from (D), (G)

extracted cluster rich region from (D).
due to self-assembly of these dipeptide tubes. In contrast, the

Raman spectrum for Au25 clusters has a broad peak centered at

4272 cm�1 due to fluorescence at 690 nm (Fig. 2A). This value

matches with the solid state emission of Au25.
23a

Fluorescence measurements

Fig. 2B shows the fluorescence image of the DPNTs/Au quantum

clusters (excited at 530–550 nm) where several self-assembled

fluorescent tubes are clearly visible. The tubular nanocomposites

clearly exhibited fluorescence originating from the electronic

transition of the Au quantum clusters. The relative homogeneity

of the fluorescence signal in a one-dimensional fashion also

implies that the Au quantum clusters are uniformly coated on the

DPNTs.

Raman spectra and Raman images for dipeptide tubes with gold

clusters

Fig. 2C and D show optical and Raman images of a region in the

sample containing peptide tubes with gold clusters with a 1:0.2
8458 | J. Mater. Chem., 2009, 19, 8456–8462
weight ratio. These were collected using a Witec Raman micro-

scope. Fig. 2E shows the spectra at different regions of the

sample.

It is observed that only the fluorescence signal for gold is

observed at different regions along the tube. Since the fluores-

cence intensity is nearly the same at regions like C, E, F and G

marked in Fig. 2D, we feel that the tube is uniformly coated in

most of the regions of the tube. Also it is observed that at some

places in the tube (D), there is more fluorescence. This suggests

that some gold clusters could be trapped inside the tube.

For greater clarity on the distribution of gold on/in the tube,

we used the following method. As the broad fluorescence for

dipeptide nanotubes is centered around 1930 cm�1 and the

fluorescence peak position for gold clusters is centered around

4272 cm�1 (for 532 nm excitation), in order to distinguish the

regions that are rich in dipeptide tubes from those having clus-

ters, the Raman intensities in the 1000 cm�1–2150 cm�1 and

3900 cm�1–5700 cm�1 region were mapped. These are expected to

show the dipeptide (Fig. 2F) and nanocluster (Fig. 2G) regions.

From Fig. 2F, it is clear that almost no Raman signal for
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009



dipeptide is observed and the image is dark while the Au cluster is

observed all over the tube (Fig. 2G). The intensity due to the Au

clusters is almost the same on the periphery of the tube. This

shows that the Au clusters are uniformly coated on the surface of

the tube. It can also be seen that the channel region of the tube

has higher intensity and therefore indicates that Au clusters are

present inside the tube throughout the channel. It can also be

observed that their intensity is same throughout the length of the

channel indicating uniformity of the gold cluster distribution due

to the capillary effect.
Electron beam induced formation of nanoparticles on peptide

tubes

Au clusters are extremely sensitive to the electron beam which

causes aggregation to yield larger nanoparticles upon longer

exposure. A series of TEM images were analyzed to understand

the electron beam assisted growth of glutathione capped Au

quantum clusters on dipeptide nanotube templates. Solutions

containing peptide nanotubes and Au clusters were combined in

the ratio 1:1. The material was then incubated at room temper-

ature overnight. The solution was placed as a droplet on a carbon

coated copper grid (300 mesh) and then slowly vacuum dried at

30 �C for 2 days. It was then exposed to the electron beam in the

TEM for different periods (Fig. 3A). In order to reduce beam

induced damage to the nanotubes, the electron beam exposure

was carried out at 100 keV. It was observed that size of the Au
Fig. 3 (A) Formation of gold nanoparticles due to the exposure of the

gold clusters anchored on a dipeptide tube to the electron beam and (B)

size distribution of particles in (A). The scale bars in (A) and (B) corre-

spond to 20 nm. (C) TEM image of the gold nanoparticles after electron

beam exposure for 45 minutes.
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clusters increased with exposure time. Unexposed Au clusters on

the DPNT template did not increase in size. Since the concen-

tration of gold clusters is high, only the particles formed on the

surface of the peptide tube were observed. Prolonged exposure

(for 45 min) showed discrete nanoparticles and the peptide tube

was not clearly observable. If exposure to electron beam

decomposes DPNT, then the elements C, N and O will be absent

after electron beam exposure. However, EDAX data show that

C, N and O are present both before and after (45 min) exposure

to the electron beam (ESI,† Fig. S1 and S2), although the pres-

ence of C is partly due to the grid. We have also tried Raman

spectroscopy and Raman imaging and it was clear that the

nanotubes are stable upon exposure to the beam for a long time.

However, as it is almost impossible to get the same dipeptide tube

for Raman investigation after electron beam exposure, these

results have some uncertainty. The invisibility of the edges of

DPNT in the presence of gold is due to the greater contrast of

gold and not due to degradation of the nanotube. This structural

and chemical stability of the DPNTs with the incorporation of

clusters in the presence of the electron beam is important as it

leads to the fabrication of metal-insulator-metal trilayer coaxial

nanocables. However, the similarity of the materials distribu-

tions of the elements before and after exposure suggests that the

nanotubes are stable.
Fig. 4 (A) TEM image of DPNTs/Au nanocomposite showing regions

that were both exposed and unexposed to the 100 keV electron beam for

45 min. (B,C) Comparison of size distributions of nanoparticles upon

their growth from clusters for (B) with (35 min) and (C) without (30 min)

DPNTs. 100 keV electron beam was used.
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Evolution of size of Au particles on DPNTs

Fig. 3B is a plot of the variation in size of the nanoparticles as

a function of exposure time. It is observed that most of the

particles are spherical and the particle size increases till about

45 minutes and reaches a maximum of �4 nm at the end of

45 minutes. At this size, the particles are metallic. For any given

exposure time, it is observed that the particles are uniform in size

(ESI,† Fig. S3). A TEM image of the particles (Fig. 3C) shows

the lattice planes clearly. The d spacing observed for almost all

the nanoparticles is 2.35 Å, due to the (111) plane of Au. The

lattice planes are oriented in different directions for the particles.

Due to the high energy of the electron beam, it functions as an

efficient, focused heating source for the Au25 clusters and leads to

the coalescence, nucleation and growth of the Au clusters within

and outside of the nanotubes. The reason why on the dipeptide

tube surface the Au nanoparticles have a uniform diameter of

�4 nm while Au nanoparticles formed without nanotubes have

a wider size distribution is because of the limited amount of Au25

clusters on the tube surface which is determined by surface

functional groups, surface area and surface curvature. Aggre-

gation and migration alone may not lead to the formation of

single-crystalline Au nanoparticles. It is observed that the

interparticle separation is �4.5 nm on the dipeptide nanotube

surface for all exposure times less than 90 minutes. This indicates

the uniform distribution of gold clusters along the surface of the

tube which coalesce, nucleate and grow to form nanoparticles.

The exposed and unexposed regions of the tube containing the

channel are shown in Fig. 4A. Clearly only the exposed regions

show the growth of nanoparticles. It is also clear that the

nanotube does not show any disturbance due to exposure. We

have measured the aggregated Au cluster size after electron beam

exposure with and without DPNTs (Fig. 4B, C). It is interesting

to note that for clusters with DPNTs (35 min electron beam

exposure time) the particle size distribution is homogeneous

(3–4 nm), while for clusters without DPNTs (30 min electron

beam exposure time) it is highly heterogeneous (0.7–7.5 nm).
Fig. 5 (A) DPNT/Au composite, (B) and (C) DPNTs with clusters at the

channels indicating the capillarity effect.
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Therefore, the nanotube template has a significant influence on

regulating the size of Au clusters. Most probably, these GSH

capped Au clusters are further stabilized by the functional groups

(NH2 and COOH) present in DPNTs.10
Possible explanation for the formation of uniform nanoparticles

on DPNTs

When DPNTs are mixed with GSH capped Au clusters in solu-

tion, the Au clusters are further stabilized by the functional

groups (NH2 and COOH) present in the DPNTs. The functional

groups are distributed uniformly throughout the tube. Hence

a uniform layer of GSH capped Au clusters is formed on the

DPNTs. Upon exposure to the electron beam, the inherent

instability of the quantum clusters when exposed to the electron

beam favors coalescence, nucleation and growth of Au nano-

particles of uniform sizes with an interparticle separation of

�4.5 nm. Hence the chemistry of the surface of the DPNT,

available surface area and surface curvature plays a crucial role

in providing stability for the formation of a uniform layer of

GSH capped Au clusters upon it, while the inherent instability of

the quantum clusters to the electron beam favors the formation

of nanoparticles. This implies that the nanoparticle size can be

tuned using the electron beam. This is schematically illustrated in

ESI† 4.
Capillarity effect

We sonicated the DPNTs/Au cluster composite. However, after

sonication, a one-dimensional array was not observed because

sonication may disrupt nanotube formation. In order to incor-

porate the gold clusters inside the channels, we reduced the

concentration of gold clusters and utilized the capillarity effect

on gold clusters added to the DPNTs. An aqueous solution

containing the peptide tubes was mixed with gold clusters in

a 1:0.2 weight ratio. The mixture was incubated at room

temperature overnight. If the core of the nanotube is completely
openings of the tubes, (D)–(F) DPNTs having gold clusters inside their

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009



Fig. 6 Evolution of the Au nanoparticles within a nanotube channel from electron beam exposure (100 keV).
hollow, the contrast inside the nanotube should appear as

a lighter color as shown in the TEM image (Fig. 1A) of the

DPNT. More than one tube/Au cluster composite was observed

and some of the cluster bundles were attached to the surface of

the tubes (Fig. 5). In some tubes, the end of the tube was closed

due to the Au clusters (Fig. 5B, C). In several tubes, it was

observed that the inner channel was filled with Au clusters

(Fig. 5D–F). These indicate the capillarity effect. Upon exposure

to 100 keV electron beam, nanoparticles grew inside the DPNTs.

The average interparticle spacing was �4.5 nm near the outer

edge of the tube. However, the channel region has particles that

are almost continuously distributed. For tubes with their chan-

nels filled with gold clusters, the outer tube surface could not be

clearly observed when compared to the inner channel. A darker

contrast was observed due to the aggregated Au quantum cluster

growth inside the nanotube template. This indicates that the

electron beam is intense enough to aggregate the particles even

inside the tube. The concentration of clusters inside the tube is

more than the outside surface and it indicates that the gold

clusters entered the inside of these tubes due to the capillarity

effect. The exposed and unexposed regions of the tube containing

the channel are also shown in Fig. 6. The electron beam exposed

part of the tube alone grows into metallic nanoparticles.

However, the transformed region could not be analyzed using

other probing techniques as this transformation is induced only

in a few tubes on the TEM grid, on length scales in the range of

tens of nanometers, rendering it very hard for detection using

other analyzing techniques. This is especially the case as other

studies are ex-situ, done post-TEM examination.
Conclusion

Uniform deposition of glutathione (GSH) protected Au25

quantum clusters inside and outside of DPNTs has been achieved

and the size of the coalesced Au clusters has been tuned using

electron beam irradiation. This has been achieved by taking

advantage of the chemical stability of DPNTs for functionali-

zation of glutathione capped Au quantum clusters and by size-
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tuning the Au clusters which are unstable to high energy electron

beams. Unexposed Au clusters do not change with time indi-

cating that this method may be utilized not only to create

organic/inorganic hybrid nanocomposite systems but also to

regulate the size of the aggregated metal clusters on the nanotube

surface. Moreover, on the same nanotube, different regions of

the tube can have different sizes of aggregated Au clusters

depending on the electron beam exposure time. A capillary effect

triggers the entry of Au clusters inside the peptide nanotubes and

it helps to create metal (Au nanoparticle inside the channel)-

insulator (peptide nanotube)-metal (Au nanoparticle on the

surface) trilayer7b,9d,22 hybrid materials successfully, using an

overnight diffusion technique and subsequent electron beam

irradiation, suggesting a probable use of this composite in

making nanodevices. The uniqueness of this technique is in the

size control of aggregated Au clusters on DPNT templates and

modulation of this size to different extents in different regions of

the same nanotube template by electron beam irradiation.
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